
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
AgricUltural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Momi Subiono
89-709 Lani Kona Rd.
Captain Cook, HI 96704

Anna Subiono
89-709 :Lani Kona Rd.
Captain Cook, HI 96704



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
BeUer and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy c0'!lmunity values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Corey Ann Lewin
923 N. San Vicente Blvd #7
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

Please preserve our most traditional and beloved food staple. Non-GMO Kalo has been and still is
an indispensable part of Hawaii's culture. Please ban GMO Kalo!

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes



an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Lila Liebmann
msc 1592, 0615 SW palatine hill road
Portland, OR 97219



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Amy Cutler
P.O. Box 11384
P.O. Box 11384
Hilo, HI 96721
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes,· cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Harvey Arkin
3349 A Anoai PI
B
HONOLULU, HI 96822



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Nicholas Wilhoite
4 Kaneohe Bay dr.
Kailua, HI 96734



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best AvaiiableoScience-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Ernest Messersmith
#206
810 Haiku Road Ste 113
Haiku, HI 96708-4899



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Dona van Bloemen
1117 3rd. Street
Apt. 5
Santa Monica, CA 90403



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Merle O'Neill
2428 Links Way
Vista, CA 92081

760-598-7783



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties and
supporting a ban on genetically modified taro. As a trained scientist who is familiar with laboratory
techniques for genetic modification, I am strongly opposed to the release of GMOs into the
environment under any circumstances. Controlled experimental research has shown clear risks to
the human immune system associated with ingestion of GMOs, and in the ecology of real
environments who knows what hazards can emerge?

In addition to exposing future generations to the biological risks of GMOs, in the case of taro, there is
profound cultural impact as well. To genetically modify taro/kalo would be a tremendous insult to the

Hawaiian people who consider themselves in genealogical relationship to Haloa

I have been told that in "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to
turn our community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would
prohibit state or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in
Hawaii. I strongly oppose this. Until there is a research base that proves the safety of GMOs, you
must keep Hawai'i'is biodiversity safe!

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the growing industry of taro farming by establishing a ban on GMO-taro... for the
future of Hawai'i and all of its keiki.

Me ka mahalo,

Z Johnson
P.O. Box 796
Honokaa, HI 96727



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible..

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Linda Louise Harmon
P.O. Box 257
P.O. Box 257
Hanapepe, HI 96716



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

kehaulani kea
1511 nuuanu ave # 14
honolulu, HI 96817



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Dennis Lynch
11891 Lake Blvd
Felton, CA 95018



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished' as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers wit)1 the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public

•
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Denise Lytle
73 Poplar 81.
Fords, NJ 08863
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. There is nothing wrong with taro so why try to fix it??? Taro is the worlds only
hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO-taro, on the other hand, is not the same as
natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food supply before, and has NOT been
scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat. Moreover, the unnatural genetic
mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo-allergenic, thus threatening consumers
of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact, numerous scientific studies on laboratory
animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene
mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects, birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and
damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique



and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing and enforcing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,
Paulette L.K.K.K. Grube-Kanaka Maoli

Paulette Grube
RR 3 Box 1213
Pahoa,H196778
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

MABEL LONG
26551 RIDGE RD
WILLITS, CA 95490



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

MABEL LONG
26551 RIDGE RD
WILLITS, CA 95490



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Amy Young
31763 S Ferndale
Bigfork, MT 59911



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

MABEL LONG
26551 RIDGE RD
WILLITS, CA 95490



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

donnalene sing
pob 10305
honolulu, HI 06816



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

roy runel
12350 green tree drive
etiwanda, CA 91739



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activitie~.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

wainani texeira
po box 492311
keaau, HI 96749

989-3606



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free. carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decreas~ in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

christina Gauen
558-A Maluniu Ave.
kailua, HI 96734



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Tibor Weinreb
1041 e 83 st
Brooklyn, NY 11236



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, -autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Lynda Davis
4763 Wainiha Powerhouse Rd.
Hanalei, HI 96714



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I stand with communities across Hawaii in rejecting genetic modification of ALL taro varieties, by
supporting ban on GMO-taro.

I am deeply concerned about unknown health risks, irreversible threats to native ecosystems,
cultural disrespect, outside patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural resources, and potential
harms to local farming economy, all negatives associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves Best Available Science-

GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs.

These community-accepted practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing
appropriate water-flow standards to prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro
and pests into Hawaii, and growing many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural
disease resistance. Being that safer science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental
GMO-taro from local taro farmers or consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-

Taro is nutritious food, especially cherished as baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for centuries; and
around the world as important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and serious food allergies.
Taro is worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO-taro, on other hand, is not
same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in human food supply before, and has NOT been
scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat. Moreover, unnatural genetic mutations
of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo-allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this
uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact, numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals
show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations
introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects, birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to
Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-

Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic



modification of taro insults sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects taro plant as family member, an
older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring relationship of mankind with
plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes unique genealogical connection
between taro and Hawaiian people. Wisdom of such healthy community values must be encouraged,
not disrespected or desecrated. Despite unique and utmost importance of this plant to our
community, GMO-taro has been developed without any informed community consent, raising serious
ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers in Hawaii should encourage informed
community consent and review, not avoid oversight and involvement from communities most
affected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-

Right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should NEVER NEVER
NEVER be owned by a corporation or university. Private patents and control of public food resources
would cripple food security, taro economy, and violate inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments
and patents cannot help taro farmers with real problems that they face and will only endanger
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-

In "exchange" for banning GMO-taro, biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our community's
intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state or county
oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not support
any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public health.
Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific concerns.
Public and environmental safety, as well as local-governance authority, must be prioritized over
private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-

Agricultural science has proven that taro will be as healthy as land in which it is grown and care
which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change taro plant's natural genetic
structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect local taro industry. Rather, farmers,
scientists and decision-makers must work to solve broad resource management problems that face
taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address drastically increasing challenges from invasive
diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and operating costs, has led to decrease
in taro farming and taro shortage in Hawaii. With appropriate political, scientific, and community
support, taro will once again be primary resource for Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly
to healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and patents, however, could destroy safety and
sanctity of natural taro as important allergy-free food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry
in Hawaii.

As one vigorous supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect security and health of
natural taro and local taro industry by banning GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Den Mark Wichar



711 W 25 St
Vancouver, WA 98660



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

tina horowitz
4701 pine street m8
philadelphia, PA 19143



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Nancy London
1303 Luana St.
Santa Fe, NM 87505



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not •
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,
Lehua Kaulukukui

Lehua Kaulukukui
68-1756 Puwalu 81.
68-1756 Puwalu 81. Waikoloa, HI 96738
Waikoloa, HI 96738
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Carrie Brennan
6050 A Kapahi Rd
Kapaa, HI 96746
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The yvisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is .no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Eric Brandt
4211 Waialae Ave. Ste. 8090
Honolulu, HI 96816
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I am the author of the book Uncertain Peril, Genetic Engineering and the future of seeds and I have
studied this topic for 15 years. The public policy, the science, the environmental and the
ethical/cultural issues demand that legislative action be taken to protect taro for both being
genetically engineered and patented.

I submit my book, particularly pages 188-190 which deal with taro in Hawaii as part of my testimony
here, I will send it in separately. But I urge the legislature to join all the other countries in the world
that are banning, studying, labeling, and regulating gmo plants and have the courage to stand up for
the traditional farmers in Hawaii and against the predatory practices of agrochemical corporations
who do not have the state's best interests in mind.

It is the duty of government to protect the health, safety and food security of its people. I have read
the following message and I adopt it as part of my own.

Claire Hope Cummings

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food



supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourisnment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.



As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Claire Cummings
335 Newton Way
Angwin, CA 94508
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningfUl support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Mary Elliott
819 W. Michelterena
Santa Barbara, CA 93130
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Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

I realize that you will have your inbox flooded bye-mails such as these, most of them long and well
written with strong key points and long explanations. My e-mail will be short and to the point. I do
not believe that genetic modification of taro is necessary, ethical, or responsible. Life should not be
liable to patents and I strongly oppose such an atrocity.

Mahalo for your time and concern,
Linnea Heu

Linnea Heu
P. O. Box 655
'Ele'ele, HI 96705
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consume~sand is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can.never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Leimomi Martin
128 A Behtends Ave
Juneau, AK 99901

907-723-2708
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Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers



in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
AgricUltural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Toni A. Wolfson,RN
hummingdeer@yahoo.com
Felton, CA 95018



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Patricia Blair
522 Uluhala St.
Kailua, HI 967344410



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

When you get right sown to the wire, there have never been any long term studies of GMO food
stuff, so nobody actually knows the actual effects if any caused by the products. One particular
company that shall not be named modifies plants to be resistant to its own weed killer, which is a
systemic, as it takes about a week for weeds to die. The same toxins are in the plant materials
humans and non humans use for food, which could very well have a similar effect as agent orange,
but in a lower dosage. There are always interesting results when dealing with biochemical warfare.

Tie this in with the atrocity in India where cotton farmers were sold a gmo that was supposed to
yield twice the cotton, but nobody told them it requires twice the water and subsistence farmers have
killed themselves in droves. I believe the last count was over 150,000 farmers and family members
dead. In the state of Illinois, an unnamed company is partaking in an action their lawyers laughingly
refer to as "rural cleansing," the act of persecuting rural farmers by suing them into oblivion. In many
instances, someone was "careless" with their so called "intellectual property" and it found its way to
someone else's field, who is then hounded and threatened by the unnamed company's goons.

Malama Aina,

Dave Kisor
45-223 Makahinu St.
Kaneohe, HI 96744
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

We are an organic farm called Sunny Kapoho Citrus in the Kapoho area of Puna on the Big Island.
We produce oranges and banana but not papaya because the environment here is polluted with
GMO papaya.

We began growing taro when Hawaii County Council bill# 361 was passed to prevent the
environment from being polluted with GMO taro. We are so glad for this because taro is growing
better than other vegetables here.

Here in paradise where nature provides so abundantly we can choose exclusively from Naturally
Evolved Organisms (NEO). Those who would choose GMO instead would pollute the environment
at our expense, externalizing their costs for monetary gain, and that would be irresponsible behavior.

Malama Aina,

David Webb
PO Box 2167
Pahoa, HI 96778



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Aggelige Spanos
73-1069 Ahikawa
73-1069 Ahikawa
Kailua-Kona, HI 96740



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consume~s in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and.
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Michele Chavez-Pardini
P.O. Box 2538
P.O. Box 2538
Kamuela, HI 96743



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serio,us legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Owen Moore
89-1190 Mamalahoa Hwy.
Captain Cook, HI 96704



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Maureen McGraw
P.O. Box 1081
46-3591 lower Hamakua Rd.
Honokaa, HI 96727



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects, .
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Mililani Hanchett Krause
Ahahui Ka'ahumanu Hana Chapter

Mililani Krause
68 Alau 5t.
Hana, HI 96713



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concernS-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Margaret Campbell
P.O. Box 81599
Haiku, HI 96708



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Kathleen Soule
P.O. Box 231
Makawao, HI 96768



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Mark schuster
P.O Box 4798
Kailua-Kona, HI 967454798



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

Aloha; I am a single working mother on the island of Kauai. It is of great concern to me that things
like GMO taro just seem to "happen" to us kama'aina consumers of taro.

I know I speak for at least one hundred other mothers in my community who either don't have
access to the internet or haven't been informed of the pressing need to pass the bills to ban the
genetic modification of taro.

It is unfortunate, yet true, that us "little people"--who greatly outnumber the wealthy chemical & GMO
Corporations--are so hard at work feeding our families &making Kauai a nice place to live & visit,
that we rarely have the opportunity to be heard on these vital issues that will impact our families for
generations; perhaps in the case of GMO taro, forever.

Please make a permanent ban on GMO Taro. I fully support both HB1663 & SB709 in keeping our
kalo as it has been for generations, without bringing in this "technology" that has destroyed crops all
across America.

We have a beautiful island chain that people around the world want to come see. Why even
consider importing "their" ways and change anything about our beautiful lands & culture?!

Mahalo & Aloha...

Dharma Wease
5109 lolani Place, Princeville HI 96722
Princeville, HI 96722



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Melinda Ahn
47-004 Okana Place
Kaneohe, HI 96744



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Momi Subiono
89-709 Lani Kona Rd.
Captain Cook, HI 96704

Anna Subiono
89-709 :Lani Kona Rd.
Captain Cook, HI 96704



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Corey Ann Lewin
923 N. San Vicente Blvd #7
West Hollywood, CA 90069



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

Please preserve our most traditional and beloved food staple. Non-GMO Kalo has been and still is
an indispensable part of Hawaii's culture. Please ban GMO Kalo!

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes



an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Lila Liebmann
msc 1592, 0615 SW palatine hill road
Portland , OR 97219



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Amy Cutler
P.O. Box 11384
P.O. Box 11384
Hilo, HI 96721



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro/-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Harvey Arkin
3349 A Anoai PI
B
HONOLULU, HI 96822



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Nicholas Wilhoite
4 Kaneohe Bay dr.
Kailua, HI 96734



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMq-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Ernest Messersmith
#206
810 Haiku Road Ste 113
Haiku, HI 96708-4899



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment,.and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our pUblic food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Dona van Bloemen
1117 3rd. Street
Apt. 5
Santa Monica, CA 90403



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local.farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Merle O'Neill
2428 Links Way
Vista, CA 92081

760-598-7783



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties and
supporting a ban on genetically modified taro. As a trained scientist who is familiar with laboratory
techniques for genetic modification, I am strongly opposed to the release of GMOs into the
environment under any circumstances. Controlled experimental research has shown clear risks to
the human immune system associated with ingestion of GMOs, and in the ecology of real
environments who knows what hazards can emerge?

In addition to exposing future generations to the biological risks of GMOs, in the case of taro, there is
profound cultural impact as well. To genetically modify taro/kalo would be a tremendous insult to the

Hawaiian people who consider themselves in genealogical relationship to Haloa

I have been told that in "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to
turn our community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would
prohibit state or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in
Hawaii. I strongly oppose this. Until there is a research base that proves the safety of GMOs, you
must keep Hawai'i'is biodiversity safe!

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the growing industry of taro farming by establishing a ban on GMO-taro... for the
future of Hawai'i and all of its keiki.

Me ka mahalo,

Z Johnson
P.O. Box 796
Honokaa, HI 96727



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Linda Louise Harmon
P.O. Box 257
P.O. Box 257
Hanapepe,Hl96716



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

kehaulani kea
1511 nuuanu ave # 14
honolulu, HI 96817



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers



in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Barbara Bogorad
HC1957
Kula, HI 96790
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Mel S Stephen Stark
795 Lake Holiday Drive
Sandwich, IL 605489318

815-498-2588



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

Personal Note:
I'm currently studying Enviormental Safety and you can't imagine all the things we are paying for
from the past. I hope my voice is heard.

Mahalo
Alexis Horio

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-



Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Alexis Horio
98-1034 Moanalua Rd



Apt 203
Aiea, HI 96701
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Alexa Watson
2608 Quartz Street
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

831-566-0988
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Karen Holman
11-1440 Waikupanaha St.
Waimanalo, HI 96795



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent pUblic rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Marcia McDuffie
5691 1/2 San Pablo Dam Road
EI Sobrante, CA 94803-3414
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

James Pili
521 W. Lanikaula 81.
Hilo, HI 96720



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Nina Puhipau
67-427 Kekauwa Street
Waialua, HI 96791



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Richard Benton
Hawi rd.
Hawi, HI 96719



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Alana Bryant
2746 Kahawai 8t.
Honolulu, HI 96822

429-0479



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work)o solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

ELLE COCHRAN
553 OFFICE RD.
laHAINA, HI 96761



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Deborah Anapol
845114 Painted Church Rd
Captain Cook, HI 96704



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Joseph Joseph Bateman
1085 2nd Ave
Salt Lake City, UT 84103



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.
Taro Deserves the Best Available SGience-GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of
taro disease in one variety of taro by creating irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety
to consumers and the environment is not scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to
taro farmers or consumers and is not the best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro
farming and protect consumers in Hawaii. Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies
and farming practices throughout the Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand
the local taro industry, protect unique Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without
GMOs. These community-accepted practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing
appropriate water-flow standards to prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro
and pests into Hawaii, and growing many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural
disease resistance. Being that safer science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental
GMO-taro from local taro farmers or consumers.-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about
GMO-Taro-Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in
Hawaii for centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer,
autism and serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free,
carbohydrate. GMO-taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never
been in the human food supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove
that it is safe to eat. Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be
guaranteed to be hypo-allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal
food source. In fact, numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause
toxic, allergic, and even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro
may harm insects, birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands
could be irreversible.-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-Cultivated throughout
centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is the sacred
foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any
informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.-Economic and
Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs
to the public, and should never be owned by a corporation or university. Private patents and control



of our public food resources would cripple our food security, taro economy and violate our inherent
public rights. GMO-taro experiments and patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems
that they face and will only endanger the valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.-Legal and
Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the
biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our community's intentions to protect taro into unfair
"preemption" legislation which would prohibit state or county oversight, and public notice of all other
GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not support any such attempts to preempt legitimate
local government regulations to protect public health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health
raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as
our local-governance authority, must be prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk
experiments. -Help Taro, Don't Hurt Tarof-Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as
healthy as the land in which it is grown and the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need
to permanently change the taro plant's natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit
in order to protect the local taro industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work
to solve the broad resource management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful
support to address the drastically increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive
and illegal diversions of water, and operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro
shortage in Hawaii. With appropriate pqlitical, scientific and community support, taro will once again
be a primary resource for Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and
economy_ GMO-taro and patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as
an important allergy-free food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.As a strong
supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of natural taro and
the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.Malama Aina,

Sodengi Mills
P.O. Box 1163
Haiku, HI 96708



Testimony
In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any



informed community consent, raising serious ethical science concerns. Businesses and researchers
in Hawaii should encourage informed community consent and review, not avoid oversight and
involvement from the very communities most effected by their activities.

-Economic and Bioprospecting Concerns about GMO-Taro-
The right to grow taro naturally and traditionally belongs to the public, and should never be owned by
a corporation or university. Private patents and control of our public food resources would cripple our
food security, taro economy and violate our inherent public rights. GMO-taro experiments and
patents cannot help taro farmers with the real problems that they face and will only endanger the
valuable traditional biodiversity of taro in Hawaii.

-Legal and Governance Concerns about Preemption Legislation-
In "exchange" for a ban on GMO-taro, the biotech/GMO industry may attempt to turn our
community's intentions to protect taro into unfair "preemption" legislation which would prohibit state
or county oversight, and public notice of all other GMOs and biotech activities in Hawaii. We do not
support any such attempts to preempt legitimate local government regulations to protect public
health. Preempting local efforts to protect public health raises serious legal, ethical, and scientific
concerns-- our public and environmental safety, as well as our local-governance authority, must be
prioritized over private investment concerns and high-risk experiments.

-Help Taro, Don't Hurt Taro!-
Agricultural science has proven that the taro will be as healthy as the land in which it is grown and
the care with which it is shown. There is no actual need to permanently change the taro plant's
natural genetic structure nor patent the plant for private profit in order to protect the local taro
industry. Rather, farmers, scientists and decision makers must work to solve the broad resource
management problems that face taro farming. Lack of meaningful support to address the drastically
increasing challenges from invasive diseases, pests, excessive and illegal diversions of water, and
operating costs, has led to a decrease in taro farming and a taro shortage in Hawaii. With
appropriate political, scientific and community support, taro will once again be a primary resource for
Hawaii's food security, contributing significantly to a healthy local diet and economy. GMO-taro and
patents, however, could destroy the safety and sanctity of natural taro as an important allergy-free
food, cultural resource and local agricultural industry in Hawaii.

As a strong supporter of taro farming in Hawaii, I ask you to protect the security of the health of
natural taro and the local taro industry by establishing a ban on GMO-taro.

Malama Aina,

Evan Silberstein
3315 East Manoa Road
Honolulu, HI 96822

(808) 634-0359
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In Support of Ban on GMO-Taro

Aloha mai kakou

I join communities across Hawaii in rejecting the genetic modification of all taro varieties, by
supporting a ban on GMO-taro. I am deeply concerned about the unknown health risks, irreversible
threats to native ecosystems, cultural disrespect, patenting and bioprospecting of Hawaii's natural
resources and potential harms to our local farming economy that are associated with GMO-taro.

-Taro Deserves the Best Available Science-
GMO-taro is claimed to potentially reduce one type of taro disease in one variety of taro by creating
irreversible, unnatural genetic mutations whose safety to consumers and the environment is not
scientifically proven. GMO-taro has no proven benefits to taro farmers or consumers and is not the
best available science needed to safely perpetuate taro farming and protect consumers in Hawaii.
Better and safer options exist. Long-term scientific studies and farming practices throughout the
Pacific have resulted in proven scientific techniques to expand the local taro industry, protect unique
Hawaiian taro varieties, farmlands and watersheds-- without GMOs. These community-accepted
practices include: organically improving soil health, establishing appropriate water-flow standards to
prevent disease and pests, stopping imports of diseased taro and pests into Hawaii, and growing
many traditional varieties of natural taro with different natural disease resistance. Being that safer
science exists, there is no need or demand for experimental GMO-taro from local taro farmers or
consumers.

-Health and Environmental Safety Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Taro is a nutritious food crop, especially cherished as a baby food and staple dish in Hawaii for
centuries; and around the world as an important medicinal food for diabetes, cancer, autism and
serious food allergies. Taro is the worlds only hypo-allergenic, or allergy-free, carbohydrate. GMO
taro, on the other hand, is not the same as natural taro. GMO-taro has never been in the human food
supply before, and has NOT been scientifically tested on humans to prove that it is safe to eat.
Moreover, the unnatural genetic mutations of GMO-taro can never be guaranteed to be hypo
allergenic, thus threatening consumers of this uniquely important medicinal food source. In fact,
numerous scientific studies on laboratory animals show that GMOs can cause toxic, allergic, and
even deadly reactions. Unnatural gene mutations introduced through GMO-taro may harm insects,
birds, fish, and soil health. Risks and damages to Hawaii's people and lands could be irreversible.

-Community and Ethical Concerns about GMO-Taro-
Cultivated throughout centuries to be abundantly grown on Hawaii's diverse agricultural lands, taro is
the sacred foundation of our unique local agriculture, society, traditions and family structure. Genetic
modification of taro is an affront to the sacred Hawaiian tradition that respects the taro plant as a
family member, an older brother to humanity. This family tradition is rooted in honoring the
relationship of mankind with the very plants we depend on for healthy nourishment, and establishes
an unique genealogical connection between taro and the Hawaiian people. The wisdom of such
healthy community values must be encouraged, not disrespected or desecrated. Despite the unique
and utmost importance of this plant to our community, GMO-taro has been developed without any


